
Human-Computer 
Interaction Design
COGS120/CSE170 - “Intro. HCI” 

Instructor: Philip Guo 

Week 8 - Information Foraging (2016-11-15) 
some slides adapted from Scott Klemmer’s Intro. HCI course



Learning Objective 
use information foraging theory to understand user 
behavior and to design better user interfaces 

Outline 
- Information foraging theory 
- User interface design to facilitate foraging 
- User interface design to facilitate search



Animals can be herbivores, 
carnivores, omnivores, etc. 

Humans are informavores; 
we thrive by consuming 

information.



Information foraging theory = 

The study of how humans 
forage for information in 

similar ways as how animals 
forage for food



Animals Humans
Goal: maximize expected energy 
intake (i.e., edible food) in a given 

limited time (or else starve!)

Goal: maximize expected useful 
information intake in a given 
limited time (or else #fail)

Explore vs. exploit: Should it keep 
looking around for more promising 

food sources, or spend time 
hunting/picking the current one?

Explore vs. exploit: Should I 
keep looking around for more 
promising information sources, 
or spend time consuming the 

current one?

Physical scent: some sensory 
indicator (e.g., visual, smells) that 

this source is promising, so it 
should spend more time here.

Information scent: some sensory 
indicator (e.g., usually visual) that this 
information source is promising, so I 

should spend more time here.



Information scent = 

some sensory indicator 
(e.g., usually visual) that this 

information source is 
promising, so users should 

spend more time here 



Good user interface design maximizes 
information scent to efficiently guide 
users toward promising sources of 

information and to keep them there 
until they are satisfied. 

The rest of this lecture shows 
examples of this simple principle.



Your home page should provide useful, timely, 
and relevant links rather than just looking cool.



Informative link text gives users an accurate 
indication of what to expect when they click

Bad link text:     For more project info, click here 
Better link text: Read some more project info 
Even better:      Read our project implementation details



Use the target audience’s language when designing link and 
category labels (also good for search engine optimization)



Breadcrumbs for hierarchical navigation



Facets for quickly refining/filtering items



Near-miss results to avoid blank pages



Proactive recommendations to help users jump 
to other promising patches of information



Proactive recommendations to help users jump to other 
promising patches of information (with autoplay!!!)



Instant search helps users make better and even different 
queries. Let’s say I don’t know whether to call something 

“snow shoes” or “snow boots” … search for “snow”:

Ahh, I didn’t know 
“waterproof” was a kind of 

snow boot, but it makes 
total sense once I see it!



Your home page should provide useful, timely, 
and relevant links rather than just looking cool.



… but many users will come to your site via a 
search engine rather than your home page



The lucrative art of 
“search engine 

optimization” (SEO): 
getting your best, most 
timely, most attractive 

content onto the highest 
possible search results

… but many users will come to your site via a 
search engine rather than your home page



Easy: you can pay for better search results



Basic search engine optimization (SEO) for free: Create good 
content, and use words that your audience will likely use.



Create alternate 
landing pages with 
custom titles and 
relevant subset of 

content.

Basic search engine optimization (SEO) for free: Create good 
content, and use words that your audience will likely use.



Create alternate 
landing pages with 
custom titles and 
relevant subset of 

content.

Basic search engine optimization (SEO) for free: Create good 
content, and use words that your audience will likely use.



… but unethical search engine optimization (SEO) will get you 
punished by Google, which has lots of ways to detect such schemes.



Review: 

Good user interface design maximizes 
information scent to efficiently guide 
users toward promising sources of 

information and to keep them there 
until they are satisfied.



Final word: How can we make effective 
user interface designs at real-world scales?

Requires people with HCI/
design, data science, and 
engineering expertise to 

work together on a 
unified system! No single 

skill is enough to make 
this work at scale. Must 
respect and leverage all 

disciplines together.



Requires people with HCI/
design, data science, and 
engineering expertise to 

work together on a 
unified system! No single 

skill is enough to make 
this work at scale. Must 
respect and leverage all 

disciplines together.

Corollary: learn these other skills, even if 
you don’t intend on becoming an expert!
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Learning Objective 
use information foraging theory to understand user 
behavior and to design better user interfaces 

TODOs after class 
- Exam 2 on Thursday 
- Check grades Google Spreadsheet for accuracy


